Auction - HOME-GARAGE-1.529 ACRES-SOLD IN 2 PARCELS-BIDDING ENDS
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24TH @ 3:00 PM CDT 09/24/2020 3:00 PM CDT
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ANNOUNCEMENT-AUTO EXTEND ALL-5 MINUTES
All Real Estate Lotsare subject to the Auto Extend ALL feature. In
Auto extend ALL, if a bid is placed on any lot within 5minutes or
less of closing, it will extend the end time of ALL lots by an
additional 5minutes. (The computer will add the remaining time of
5minutes or less and the additional 5minutes) For Example: 4:32
of time left + the additional 5minutes = 9:32 (9minutes, 32
seconds).
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CREDIT CARD INFORMATION NOT REQUIRED
When creating an online bidder account you only need to
complete the required information. For the credit card portion
select NONE.The credit card information is not required for Barr
Realty & Auction Co., Inc. auctions AND we DO NOT accept credit
cards as a form of payment.
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PARCEL 1: 4 Bedroom home and 0.547 acres
PARCEL 1: Consists of a 4 bedroom vinyl siding home with large
kitchen, lots of cabinets, dining room, living room, one bathroom,
closed in back porch used for washer & dryer area and mud room,
front & back covered porches, heated by LP gas and cooled by
window A/C units, water supplied by HMU water system. The
home is located on 0.547 acres with mature shade. Subject to
Longview Estates building and set backs, see survey plat in
documents.CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS
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PARCEL 2: 0.982 acres, all open land with 30ft x 50ft garage
PARCEL 2: 0.982 acres, all open, improvements include a 30ft. x
50ft metal sidedgarage with overheadand walk through doors,
concrete floor, has seperate electrical service. Subject to
Longview Estates building set backs, see survey plat in
documents.
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PLEASE READ THE AUCTION TERMS
The auction terms are located on the Auction Info Page, under the
Terms Tab. Information included in the terms are payment info,
any buyers premiums, auction location, any inspection date and
times and item pick-up information. There may also be additional
auction specific information. PLEASE READ THE TERMS!
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LOAN INFO-NO CONTINGENCIES
If you plan to obtain any type of government guaranteed loan such
as VA, FHA, RHS or KY Housing Corporation, PLEASE DO NOT
BID! Some homes will not pass a government backed loan
inspection. There are no financing contingencies for homes sold at
auction.
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WHY SHOULD I ATTEND INSPECTION?
Real Estate is sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with NO WARRANTY
expressed or implied. It is the responsibility of the buyer to
determine the condition of the real estate and bid accordingly.
Inspection of the real estate is highly recommended so you, the
bidder, can judge the quality of the real estate for yourself before
bidding. All sales are final.
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COVID19 PRECAUTIONS-FACE MASKS REQUIRED
Due to the current Coronavirus Pandemic, there are certain
mandatory precautions, per CDC and State guidelines, that must
be taken for the safety and health of our staff and customers.
Masks will be required on site for auction inspection, meetings with
Auctioneer/Office Staff, and closings at a bank or any other office.
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REAL ESTATE INSPECTION AND TIME
INSPECTION & OPEN HOUSE:Monday, September 21stfrom
2:00 PM to 6:00 PM CDT. If you need more assistanceor help
placing a bid call us at 270-756-2136.
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DOWN PAYMENTS
Deposits are as follows:Parcel 1: $5,000.00 deposit, Parcel 2:
$2,500.00 deposit. All deposits are required within 48 hours of the
auction ending time and balance on or before October 24th, 2020
by 4:00 PM CDT.
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MAXIMUM BID
When you place your maximum bid, use the "Place Max Bid!"
selection box, the current bid price does not automatically jump to
your max bid. Your bid will go to the next highest increment and
will increase as other people bid against you. The computer will
automatically bid up to your max bid in the increments specified. If
you place your bid in the “Jump Bid” selection box, your bid will
jump to the entered amount and will then be the current bid.
Unless a bidder had previously entered an amount equal or
greater to the amount you entered. "Jump Bid" is also called
"Forced Bid".
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ADDITIONAL PHOTOS AND LARGER BID INPUT SCREEN
HELPFUL HINT: When you click on a Lot photo, additional photos
for that Lot can be viewed (if there are additional photos). Your bid
input platform area will also be larger. In the larger bid platform
area, you can view the number of bids made on the item along
with the bidder number by clicking on the bids in parentheses
located to the right of the current bid line.
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USE GOOGLE CHROME AS YOUR BROWSER
We recommend using Google Chrome for your internet browser.
This will enhance your bidding experience.

